Hello, Thank you for joining our session on 3 Bids and a Buy: the Informal Procurement
method. We are going to spend our time together looking to the informal procurement
method. This is the procurement method that many of the smaller schools in SD must
follow to comply with the federal procurement rules.

Let’s start off with a quick review of purchasing requirements.

Procurement is a fancy way of describing purchasing.
All purchases food, supplies, services, and so on that made with your food service
dollars must follow the most restrictive (strict) of federal, state, and local requirements.
The procurement process involves several steps that we will go through during this
session.

Procurement rules apply to everyone. They apply to all Schools and Agencies operating
the National School Lunch Program, or any other Child Nutrition Program.
Everyone that receives federal reimbursement from CANS must follow
procurement rules.

Why are there procurement rules?
Answer: Using federal taxpayer dollars requires you to use funds to maximize free and
open competition to prevent waste or abuse of those dollars. Also, those dollars must
be used for eligible schools and children.

Handout
The formal procurement method limits listed on this slide mean that a formal
solicitation must be used, either an Invitation for Bid (IFB) or a Request for Proposal
(RFP). There are more rules and requirements with formal procurement, but these
methods allow the purchaser some additional flexibilities that are not allowed using
the Informal procurement method.
For example, in an RFP procurement you can add other award criteria rather than
awarding based on lowest price.
We will not be going into the formal procurement method during this session.

Handout
This is a summary of the Informal Procurement thresholds or limits. We call the informal
procurement method : 3 bids and a buy.
You can see on this slide and the previous slide that these requirements are a mix of
both federal and state requirements.
Before you go ahead with informal procurement, you need to check with your local
agency to make sure there are not more restrictive thresholds (lower dollar amounts)
required by your local agency.

So let’s get started with 3 Bids and a Buy

Step 1: Preparation for Procurement:
• Write your menus and determine what foods you need to purchase
• Forecast: Identify what you will purchase. Use production records, planned menus,
look at what is in your inventory, and include the USDA Foods ENTITLEMENT.
• Ask for a velocity report from your current distributor.
• Estimate the cost of those items
• Review your Procurement Plan. These plans are required and will help ensure
you follow procurement rules.
• Identify the procurement method to use

Handout
Be sure to ask for a specific time period.
The report shows:
• the pack description
• Item description
• Brand
• Quantity shipped

Writing Specs:
• Specifications are accurate, clear, and not overly restrictive (strict)
• Specifying a brand name item and specifying "brand name or equal”
• It is better to specify a grade or quality level
• Describe quality and quantity of foods

Spec example.
DISCLAIMER: We will be using specific products in this session only as an example
to enhance learning. CANS does not endorse this product or any specific
products.
You write the description of the production your want. This example uses a Tyson WG
Breaded Popcorn Chicken product that is CN Labeled. Add as much detail as you
need, but you cannot write the spec so tight that only one vendor or product can
respond.
The CANS website under procurement has Bid Specification Examples. This is a great
place to start and make changes as your products require.

Overly Restrictive Specs – This is not allowed since this restricts free and open
competition:
• Specifying 1 brand
• Drafting specifications, other procurement terms, award criteria, or contract terms to
which only one source can respond successfully
• Allowing a potential contractor to draft procurement terms and/or specifications
• Changing the award criteria without providing sufficient notice to potential
respondents.

Step 3: Research and Solicitation
• In Step 1 You figured out the total dollar amount of your procurement.
• Determine the procurement method: Will your anticipated purchases result in
requiring an Informal vs. Formal procurement method?
• Develop your solicitation document. This is an important step even in an informal
procurement method.

Procurement by informal procedures.
• Quotes can be obtained by phone, email, fax, or reviewing catalogs
• The price quotations must be obtained from an adequate number of qualified
sources. That means if you are in an area that is well serviced area, we would
expect to see 3 or perhaps more vendors contacted. If you are in an area that is not
as well serviced, you still have to solicit price or quotations from at least 2
vendors that could fulfill the contract.
• Documentation of your informal solicitation must be retained on file for 3 years past
the current year or even longer if there is an open audit.
• Let’s look at one example of an informal procurement solicitation on the next slide.
• 200.320 (b)

**boxed on advance click**
**arrow on advance click**
This is an example of an informal fax back procurement.
Part 1.
You complete the To and From
You or the Vendor completes this information
Ask the vendor to complete how long the quote is good for

This is an example of an informal fax back procurement.
Part 2
Contains the small details.
When they need to respond to be included in the consideration.
Date you need the product.
Buy American Requirement.
Alternate products and “Or Equal” information.

**box on advance click**
**arrow on advance click**
This is an example of an informal fax back procurement.
Part 3
Write your “Description” or specification. Be clear, but not overly restrictive.

Part 4 you can add “Special Considerations”
This is where you can add some details about the procurement. This is especially
helpful to new distributors/vendors to give them a clear picture of your requirements.
Information like: Multiple drop locations. Drop time/restricted time. Milk Coolers
provided by vendor. Key drop available. Is acceptable. Just remember you cannot be
overly restrictive.

Using informal procurement, you are obligated to select the lowest bid response from
all vendors that were responsible and responsive.
Does your school require a signed agreement? If so, you should select a method
that will result in a signed agreement like the Fax or mailed informal method.
What is the length of the pricing? That will determine how frequently you will need to
repeat the informal process.

We typically refer to this as Contract management. Even if you do not have a contract,
you still need to monitor and manage each informal procurement.
Monitoring pricing, American grown & processed products, quality and condition
of food when it is received, substitutions and shipment shorting are all common areas
to monitor.
What are some other areas you can monitor?
It is also important to provide frequent feedback to your vendor to make a good
working partnership.

A common question is how long is an informal procurement good for. The answer is –
as long as the pricing does not change.
Each time the prices change you must complete another informal procurement.
That is why it may make sense to split out some of your purchases based on how
frequently the prices change.
How often does your prices change for bread, milk, produce, etc.?

FLEXIBILITY

This option was created to simplify small purchase transactions and minimize
administrative burden and cost for small agencies or small programs within your
agency, like Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Program.
The micro-purchase threshold is set by the feds (Federal Acquisition Regulation at 48
CFR Subpart 2.1). It is $3,500 and is periodically adjusted for inflation. Old federal
guidance may state this level is at $3,000.
§200.67 Micro-purchase

Micro-purchases:
• Informal procedure
• The aggregate amount of the purchase does not exceed the micro-purchase
threshold (currently at $3,500). That is one purchase – for example, if I am
purchasing for my SFA and I want to purchase watermelons from a local farmer, my
purchase today must be less than $3,500. I can go back to the same local farmer in
two weeks and make the same purchase as long as my purchase is less than
$3,500.
• SFA must distribute micro-purchases equally among qualified suppliers, to the
extent practical.
• Prices must be reasonable
• Can be awarded without informally soliciting competitive quotes
Procurement by micro-purchases can be used for supplies or services. the SFA must
distribute micro-purchases equitably among qualified suppliers.
200.320 (a)

**NO appears on advance click**
Micro-purchases:
• the SFA must distribute micro-purchases equitably among qualified suppliers.
• Price must be reasonable, but the $3,500 threshold and sharing the wealth equitable
among qualified suppliers is more important. This method is not the best purchase
method if you are concerned about getting the biggest bang for your dollars.
• the SFA must distribute micro-purchases equitably among qualified suppliers.
What this actually means will be covered in a future USDA policy memo, they will
likely set parameters that must be met. You will not be able to exclude suppliers
without acceptable documentation.
200.320 (a)

A QUICK review of some requirements and cautions.

A caution when evaluating solicitation responses from vendors.
Overly Responsive: means the bid response includes items that were not in original
solicitation
Like new signage for your cafeteria, point of sale software, consultations with the
vendors Registered Dieticians, etc.
These items cannot go into consideration for contract award if it was not in original
solicitation!

The federal funds that make up your meal reimbursements are generated by
American taxpayers. These are generated to support the child nutrition programs
AND to support American farmers and manufacturers.
• requires schools to purchase domestically grown and processed foods,
whenever possible
• Exceptions should be rare. there are two situations which warrant a waiver of the
"Buy American" provision and permit purchases of foreign products:
• Availability: when the product is not produced or manufactured in the U.S. in
sufficient and reasonable available quantities of a satisfactory quality
• Cost: when competitive bids reveal that the cost of a U.S. product is
significantly higher than the cost of a comparable foreign product.
• Be sure to keep documentation on file to show/justify that your SFA
tried to follow the Buy American rules.

A Conflict of Interest - Is any action that allows a person to benefit at the expense of
public interest or their employer
• You must excuse yourself if involved in a conflict of interest
• Check district requirements for signing conflict of interest statement
• Vendors that help write the bid, cannot respond to the bid.
200.112

There are lots of other procurement options available like joining a group buying club or
a group of schools pooling their purchases to obtain better price breaks.
All dollars spent from the nonprofit school foodservice account must follow the same
procurement requirements. It is the responsibility of each SFA that a proper
procurement process is used by the group or organization.

If the group you purchase your supplies or food through does not follow the state
and local procurement rules, you CANNOT use their services or join the group. It
is up each SFA to make that decision.

Remember that you must follow proper procurement to obtain services and/or price
lists.
For example, if you are using the fax informal method you can include a GBO as one of
your responses.
Also, if there is a membership fee required before a GBO gives you their price list, it
must be properly procured (micropurchase or informal)

As a Program operator you can define and determine the “local area”. From this
defined area you can buy unprocessed, locally grown or raised agricultural products.

So many good resources!

Don’t forget to record your training hours. This is the certificate you can print off if you
took this class on your own. In class, since we had discussion time, your training credit
will reflect the actual time spent learning about this topic.

